Infant & Toddler Connection of Virginia
June 2015 Update
June 2015
Note about This Update:
This Update is prepared by the Infant & Toddler Connection of Virginia State Team at the
Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental Services as a means of sharing current
information from the DBHDS/Part C Office.
Enrollment of Children in the Medicaid Data System (VAMMIS)

Please note the following contact information for questions about enrollment of children in the Medicaid Data
System (VAMMIS).
Irene Scott 804-786-4868 irene.scott@dbhds.virginia.gov
Beth Tolley 804-371-6595 beth.tolley@dbhds.virginia.gov

Early Intervention Certification
For questions about certification of practitioners, contact Irene Scott 804-786-4868
irene.scott@dbhds.virginia.gov.
For questions related to completing the online application, contact David Mills 804-371-6593
david.mills@dbhds.virginia.gov

Did You Know?

Though the terminology “taking action to meet needs” is often used to describe the third federal child
outcome, this outcome is described in the Early Childhood Technical Assistance (ECTA) Center
Resources and in the Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) documents as “Use of appropriate
behaviors to meet their needs”. The ECTA and OSEP definition is the preferred terminology
because it differentiates between simply taking action versus using appropriate behaviors to
meet needs. For example, a two year old child may cry to indicate he is hungry. One could argue that
he took action to meet his needs. However, it would be clear to the assessment team that crying is not
an appropriate behavior for a two year old child to use to indicate he is hungry. Virginia will use the
federal language as we move forward in order to ensure consistency in terminology. The IFSP form,
Child Indicator Booklet and other resources will be updated through the State Systemic Improvement
Plan (SSIP) process.
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State Systemic Improvement Plan (SSIP)
As part of the State Performance Plan /Annual Performance Report, each state is required to develop
and submit to the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs, a State
Systemic Improvement Plan (SSIP). We are in the second year, Phase II, of developing the plan.
The measurable result that will be the focus of Virginia’s SSIP is increasing the statewide percentage
of infants and toddlers with IFSPs (exiting early intervention at age level) who demonstrate improved
use of appropriate behaviors to meet their needs.
Here’s what’s new from the State Leadership Teams:


Functional Assessment
o Broad Improvement Strategy: Identify and/or develop and implement the professional
development resources and mechanisms for ongoing support necessary to ensure early
intervention service providers, including service coordinators, consistently conduct initial
and ongoing functional assessment that leads to consistent and accurate determination of
entry/exit ratings in the area of children using appropriate behaviors to meet their needs.
o The team has identified the following priority activities to address the broad improvement
strategy:
 Define functional assessment, related terms and evidence-based practices
 Define a consistent process that must be used to determine the child indicator
ratings to improve our statewide inter-rater reliability
 Improve communication and transparency with families about assessment and child
indicator ratings
 Ensure all providers have a solid knowledge of typical child development and how it
relates to each of the three child indicators
Please see the Improvement Planning Table posted in the SSIP section of our website for
more details.



Coaching and Natural Learning Environment Practices
o Broad Improvement Strategy: Identify and/or develop and implement the professional
development resources and mechanisms for ongoing support necessary to ensure early
intervention service providers, including service coordinators, consistently use coaching
and natural learning environment practices when planning and delivering early
intervention services.
o The team has identified the following primary barriers/challenges to address:
 Orientation and training of new staff
 Educating families about coaching and natural learning environment practices
 Collaborating with child care providers to deliver evidence-based practices in child
care settings
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State Systemic Improvement Plan (SSIP) continued…


Practice issues (variability of knowledge and skills across providers; using the
practices while managing challenges during visits)

The team is now working to identify the activities that will most effectively address these
barriers/challenges. Please see the Barriers and Ideas document in the SSIP section of our
website for more details.


Local System Capacity
o Broad Improvement Strategy: Increase local system capacity to determine the extent and
fidelity of provider use of evidence-based practices, including the ability to identify and
address fiscal and other local system issues that support or hinder full implementation of
these practices and the ability to assess the impact of evidence-based practices on results
for children and families.
o This team is in the process of identifying priority improvement activities to address the
broad improvement strategy. Once posted, the meeting notes from the team’s most recent
meeting will include the discussion about possible activities.



Data System Capacity
o Broad Improvement Strategy: Enhance the capacity of the statewide early intervention
data system to efficiently collect and report comprehensive data on child indicator results
that helps in evaluation and improvement planning at the state and local levels.
o This team held its first meeting on June 9, 2015.
o Until now, internal work has occurred at DBHDS to determine realistic options for
addressing the current limitations of ITOTS so the leadership team can plan accordingly.
We are in the process of exploring existing programs/software that may better meet the
expanding needs of Virginia’s early intervention system.
o The state leadership team will look at how localities can best collect and use data within
our current system until a replacement is identified and launched and will work
collaboratively with the DBHDS IT Office to identify our future data needs/wants and assist
with evaluating potential replacement systems as they are identified.



All meeting notes and draft documents from the state leadership teams are posted to the SSIP
section of our website: http://www.infantva.org/Sup-SSIP.htm.

If you have comments or questions about the SSIP, please contact Kyla Patterson at
k.patterson@dbhds.virginia.gov.
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The Decision Tree
Child Indicator Seeds for Success
A Parent’s First Source of Information: The World Wide Web
June is Potty Training Awareness Month. I was going to share resources on potty training but when I Googled
“potty training” I got 3,780,000 results. When I Googled “potty training children with special needs” there were
63,700,000 results. “Evidence based toilet training” found 30,400,000 sites. The same thing happened when I
Googled “typical age for potty training”. I didn’t know where to start!
It used to be parents turned to their pediatrician or other professional for advice.
Today, parents turn to the internet first. Most people use a search engine like Google and
research one or two words. Studies have also shown the majority of people only look at the
first five results on the first page. People generally trust what they read on the internet but
because it is uncontrolled and unmonitored, quality can be a big problem.
Have you ever had a family say “but I read on the internet…” and you cringed because you knew the information
wasn’t helpful. Parents of children with disabilities turn to the internet for reassurance, expectations related to the
disability, second opinions, strategies, support and a variety of other reasons. The internet can provide helpful
information but you need to know where to look. Here are some questions for coaching parents thru their Google
search.

Questions to Ask Before Trusting What You Read on the Internet

As parents search online, they are likely to find websites for many health agencies and
organizations that are not well-known. By answering the following questions they should
be able to find more information about these websites. A lot of these details might be
found under the heading “About Us.”
Who sponsors/hosts the website? Is that information easy to find?
Websites cost money. Is the source of funding (sponsor) clear? Sometimes the website address is helpful.
For example: .gov identifies a U.S. government agency
.edu identifies an educational institution, like a school, college, or university
.org usually identifies nonprofit organizations (such as professional groups; scientific, medical, or
research societies; advocacy groups)
.com identifies commercial websites (such as businesses, pharmaceutical companies, and
sometimes hospitals)
Is it clear how you can reach the sponsor?
Trustworthy websites will have contact information for you to use to reach the site’s sponsor or authors. An email
address, toll-free phone number, and/or mailing address might be listed at the bottom of every page or on a
separate “About Us” or “Contact Us” page.
Who wrote the information?
Authors and contributors are often but not always identified. For example, most government sites have many
authors and contributors and, rather than list the names of the people, they will often credit a department. A
contributor’s connection to the website, and any financial interest he or she has in the information on the website,
should be clear.
Be careful about testimonials. Personal stories may be helpful and comforting, but not everyone experiences
developmental concerns the same way. Also, there is a big difference between a website developed by a single
person interested in a topic and a website developed using strong scientific evidence (that is, information gathered
from research). No information should replace seeing a doctor or other health professional.
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Test Your Inter-rater Reliability
Our state’s focus on child indicator ratings has led many to wonder,
“Are we all rating children similarly?”
As part of our efforts to improve results for children, we will be focusing each month on increasing our statewide interrater reliability. We will be using examples of narratives from around the state that ideally will include observations of
functional behaviors, parent/caregiver input, results from assessment tools and informed clinical opinion. Below is an
example of a narrative from a recent Assessment for Service Planning. Using the limited information provided in the
narrative and the process outlined in the child Indicator Booklet talk thru the scenario with your colleagues to determine a
rating. The ratings given by the assessment team can be found at the end.
Disclaimer: This activity is for learning purposes only and is not intended to be an endorsement of any particular
narrative. It is intended to help you reflect on the questions that follow.
Questions to Consider:
1. Was there enough information provided to determine a rating? What additional information did you need?
2. Was there input into the narrative from all members of the assessment team including the family?
3. Was the child’s functioning across settings in each indicator clear?
4. Were functional skills listed under the correct indicator?
5. How close were your ratings compared to the ratings given by the assessment team? One or two off, in the same
color family or way off? Did you agree with the ratings given by the team? Why or Why not?
Maria’s Age: 24.5 months
Adjusted Age: NA
Developmental Levels: Cognitive- 22 months scattered to 24 months
Receptive Language- 18 months
Expressive Language- 12 months
Gross Motor- 21 months scattered to 24 months
Fine Motor- 21 months scattered to 24 months
Adaptive/Self Help- 24 months Social/Emotional- 24 months
Social/Emotional Skills including Positive Social Relationships:
Maria communicates her feelings by smiling and interactive play. When she is frustrated or angry Maria grunts/growls
and will also point for assistance. Maria engages her mother and other family members in play by handing them objects or
toys. Maria is loving with her mother, giving her hugs and sitting next to her. Maria often waits on her mother to imitate
what she does. Maria follows her brothers around when they arrive home from school, smiling and chasing after them.
She engages others in interaction by walking over to them, leading them to toys and handing them toys. She will also say
“aqui” (here) and “esse” (that/that one) during this time. She is slow to warm up to strangers and some adults that she
already knows. Maria will stand close to her mother during entry and typically takes up to ten minutes to begin playing
and interacting with those in the room. She will often stare for several minutes, standing close to her mother prior to her
developmental services. Maria can wave and say “adios” upon leaving.
Child’s Development in Relation to Other Children the Same Age:
Acquiring and Using Knowledge and Skills, including early language/communication:
Maria will play for long periods of time (10-20 minutes), she will play with her dishes by putting lids on, imitating
pretend stirring and flipping with spatulas. She will look at picture books for up to 5 minutes at a time and will say
pictures that she recognizes such as dog and shoes, sometimes needing prompting. Maria will imitate all types of play and
include them in her role playing like dressing and undressing a doll, pretend to cook, make car sounds, and rock and wrap
a baby in a blanket. During one of Maria’s developmental services she watched the interpreter draw on a note pad. Now
she can scribble on her own without imitation. Mother reports Maria repeats Spanish words more than English words, but
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she will repeat words especially for her mother. Maria responds to directions in English and Spanish and will do what is
asked of her. If her mother says no, she will either grunt or stop what she is doing. If she is asked to bring something over
such as a doll or book she will get it and bring it to that person. Maria communicates with gestures and some Spanish
words (mother states she has 6-8 words in her vocabulary). Maria will sit for a few minutes at a time figuring out how to
get lids onto her pots that fit. She does ask for assistance by trying to hand the object to others, but is often encouraged to
do it herself and she will typically try it again. Maria always smiles when she has accomplished a task and looks for
approval such as clapping or good job.
Some children Maria’s age can say more than 50 words and put these words together in 2 word phrases to communicate
with others. About 50%of what they say should be easily understood by strangers. They understand prepositions, such as
under, over, in and out. They can refer to themselves by name or as “I”. They can point to many body parts, even beyond
the simplest ones.

Child’s Development in Relation to Other Children the Same Age:
Use of Appropriate Behaviors to Meet Needs:
Maria walks, runs, climbs and reaches to get what she wants like toys and family members. Maria does stop when asked
and she will hold hands if prompted to do so. Maria can feed herself by finger feeding and with a spoon. She can also
drink from an open cup. Mother stated she asks Maria at meal times to grab a pillow to put in the chair so that she can sit
at the table and eat with her family. Mother reports when she tells Maria to get the pillow she knows they are about to eat
and when she is done eating she will take the pillow back to the couch. Maria can undress herself and can pet her shoes on
and put her pants on part way. Mother reports Maria sleeps throughout the night but sometimes after they put her to sleep
at night they find she has gotten back up and is playing with her toys.
Some children Maria’s age ask for snacks or drinks when hungry/thirsty. They
have mastered the use of specific words such as juice, cookie and milk to request
food/drink items. They also can ask for some specific toys, activities and people.
Some children Maria’s age let their parents know when they have a wet or dirty
diaper.

Child’s Development in Relation to Other Children the Same Age:
Assessment Team Ratings:
Social/Emotional Skills including Positive Social Relationships: Rating 7: Maria has all of the skills we would expect
in this area.
Acquiring and Using Knowledge and Skills, including early language/communication: Rating 5- Maria shows many
age expected skills. She continues to show some skills that might describe a slightly younger child in this area.
Use of Appropriate Behaviors to Meet Needs: Rating 5- Maria shows many age expected skills. She continues to
show some skills that might describe a slightly younger child in this area.

Determining the indicator ratings requires teams to synthesize an
enormous amount of information about a child’s functioning from
multiple sources and across different settings to identify an overall
sense of the child’s functioning at a given point in time in three
indicator areas.
 Know what behaviors and skills are appropriate for the
child’s age; how do children who are developing typically
function on this indicator?
 Don’t forget culture! What is the typical age for toileting readiness in a child
from the Hispanic culture?
Here is a resource on expectations for appropriate behaviors to meet needs amongst different cultures:
Dimensions of Culture
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Tips from the Monitoring Team
Record Reviews~

Record reviews are an important aspect of supervision and quality improvement for local systems
and provider agencies. Through ongoing record reviews, supervisors can determine:


If orientation and training of new staff has been effective;



Whether documentation (by all staff) is sufficient to meet the purposes outlined in
Chapter 9 of the Infant & Toddler Connection of Virginia Practice Manual, including:
o Providing a chronological record of the child’s and family’s participation in the

Infant

& Toddler Connection system;
o Serving as a means of communication among service provider and with the family;
o Providing documentation necessary for billing;
o

Documenting compliance with state and federal requirements; and

o Serving as legal documents.
Team record reviews can facilitate self-reflection and identification of areas where improvement is
needed in either documentation or service delivery.
The Quality Management Review (QMR) Local System Monitoring Tool (September 2014) has been
expanded to include key elements that are not addressed in detail through the QMR process. This
expanded tool, titled Virginia Part C Early Intervention (EI) Quality Record Review Tool for Local
Early Intervention Systems, can be found on the Infant & Toddler Connection of Virginia Website at
http://www.infantva.org/documents/LS%20Quality%20Record%20Monitoring%20Tool%20FINAL
%205%2027%2015.pdf. This tool can be used to review an entire record – or components can be
used to focus in on a specific issue or process, such as documentation of family cost share or
transition.
This expanded tool was developed in response to requests from the field. We expect that there will be
opportunities to improve the tool as people have a chance to use it.
We welcome your feedback!
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COMING SOON: July 15th, 22nd, 29th
12:00-1:30 p.m.
Webinar Series for LSMs: Promoting Effective and
Efficient Fiscal Management

Part C Staff
Catherine Hancock
Anne Brager
Richard Corbett
Karen Durst
Cori Hill
David Mills

Sarah Moore
Kyla Patterson
Irene Scott
Terri StrangeBoston
Beth Tolley
LaKeisha White
Telisha Woodfin

Early Intervention
Administrator
Part C Technical
Assistant Consultant
Part C Monitoring
Consultant
Part C Technical
Assistant Consultant
Part C Training
Consultant
Part C Data
Manager

Catherine.hancock@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 371-6592

Anne.brager@dbhds.virginia.gov

(434) 374-2120

Richard.corbett@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 786-9682

karen.durst@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 786-9844

cfhill@vcu.edu

(540) 943-6776

david.mills@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 371-6593

Part C Monitoring
Consultant
Part C Consultant

s.moore@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 371-5208

k.patterson@dbhds.virginia.gov

(860) 430-1160

Administrative &
Office Specialist III
Part C Technical
Assistant Consultant
Early Intervention
Team Leader
Office Services
Specialist
Part C Monitoring
Consultant

irene.scott@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 786-4868

Terri.strangeboston@dbhds.virginia.gov
beth.tolley@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 786-0992

keisha.white@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 786-3710

telisha.woodfin@dbhds.virginia.gov

(804) 786-1522

(804) 371-6595
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